In the recent years, there has been much interest in development of coupled Fibonacci sequences. The concept of coupled Fibonacci sequences was first introduced by Atanassov, K. T. in 1985. He deliberated multiplicative coupled Fibonacci sequences of second order in 1995. Multiplicative coupled Fibonacci sequences are less known. In this paper we present some identities of multiplicative coupled Fibonacci sequences of second order under three specific schemes.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of additive coupled Fibonacci sequence was first introduced by Atanassov, K. T. [1] in 1985. He defined four different schemes of additive coupled Fibonacci sequences [1] and called them 2-Fibonacci sequence (or 2-F sequences).
In 1995, Atanassov, K. T. [2] Singh B. and Sikhwal [5] have studied some fundamental properties for scheme (1.1). Rathore, G. P. S., Jain, S. and Sikhwal, O. [4] , presents multiplicative coupled Fibonacci sequences of third order under two specific schemes. Sikhwal, O. [6] , presented some fundamental properties of coupled Fibonacci sequences of higher order and multiplicative coupled Fibonacci sequences of second order.
In this paper, some identities of multiplicative coupled Fibonacci sequences of second order are presented under various schemes.
MAIN RESULTS
In this section, identities under scheme (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) will be described. Some identities of scheme (1.2) are discussed below: Theorem (2.1). If 0 n  is any integer, then . ,
